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FBI agent Harmony Black and her team, Vigilant Lock, face a new type of threat: one from beyond

the stars.Theyâ€™d always heard the Red Knight was an urban legend: in 1954, three years before

Sputnik launched, a mysterious satellite was sighted circling Earth, though no power on the planet

had such technology.But the Red Knight is real, and whatâ€™s more, itâ€™s inextricably linked to a

supernatural force no one yet understands. Like a moth to a flame, this dark presence collides

annually with the airborne satellite. Except this year the Red Knight is on course to crash-landâ€¦in

Oregon.Vigilant Lock sets out to find the crash site and secure the remnants before the mysterious

power is drawn to Earth. But they soon discover the mission is far from straightforwardâ€”and they

arenâ€™t the only ones tracking the Red Knight. To stop a deadly occult threat, Harmony and her

team must use all their resources: technology and sorcery, science and magic. Fortunately,

Harmony has only begun to discover her growing power.
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An ARC of this book was provided to me by the author (and then I purchased the book). This in no

way impacts the content of my review.Incredible! Stop the presses! Harmony Black and crew are



back fighting a new fight. Hostile Entity 141. Seems straight forward, right? Ha! Nothing in

Harmony's life could be construed as straight forward. Come and see for yourself. You'll love it!Book

2 in Craig Schaefer's Harmony Black series is a real treat. There's a little bit of something for

everyone here - black ops, space, supernatural, espionage, treason, and lots of big questions. It's a

great mixing of genres that will appeal to many readers.A satellite is about to crash on earth, one

that has a connection to a supernatural entity. Several factions are after it -- multiple government

black ops organizations, paramilitary groups, rich individuals with their own agendas. Harmony's

team has to get to it first at all costs.I really love the "big questions" in this book. It seems each team

member is faced with a personal challenge that tests their resolve and commitment to the job.

Loyalty, leadership, morals, and relationships are all put to the test in this latest assignment. Will the

group survive intact? You'll only know if you pick up the book!

I am officially a fan of Craig Schaefer after this, Book #2, of his Harmony Black series. To be honest,

fantasy isn't my usual genre and even less so any "dark fantasy" which is what Mr Schaefer is

shown to be an author of on his own website. I discovered the first book via BookBub and if any of

you have signed up for BookBub, you know how very brief the blurb is in each email. Whoever

wrote the one for Book 1 did so in a way that drew my attention, so I bought it and when I was done,

I was ready for book 2.It's never fun to discover a new(ish) author (he's got two other more

established series which I have yet to explore) when he or she is at the start of their career or a new

series, but Craig Schaefer made the second book well worth the wait. You'd think that four disparate

individuals would not work well together, but they play off each other's strengths while not entirely

ignoring their weaknesses. I enjoy that some issues don't get completely resolved, so there's this

undercurrent that keeps flowing while each case is solved. Always makes for interesting plot twists

when the characters have to juggle more than just the case at hand. I really look forward to Book 3,

which is in the works.

Harmony Black is a different kind of FBI agent. She is a key member of Vigilant Locke, an off the

books kind of occult group. She is a witch and she is partnered with Jessie, a werewolf of sorts. Her

love interest is Cody from Talbot Cove, Oregon, one of her saves in Book 1. The entire story of Red

Knight falling is tense with lots of twists but all while seeking to save the world from a space creature

that was unleashed 60 years ago. The satellite that just fell must be found and then returned to

space to save the world. The shenanigans that take place between the first page and the last page

will keep you on your toes and awake trying to finish the book. I listened to most of the book on



audible and found it very intense. I have read all of Craig Schaefer's books and like his approach to

the occult. It is believable because most of the 'creatures' look human but their paranormal skills are

essential to solve the problem. This story travels all across the country and back again. Watch out

for what you think you see in the stars. It might be other than just star shine.

The story itself was compelling and easy to fall into, the main characters are likeable, and all work

well together in their way. Though it seems almost like a sit-com in the way that the males are made

out to be a bit doltish and somehow secretly emotional, that gets to be a bit passÃ© at a certain

point.A secondary concern that I had was the lack of research that the author put into technical

aspects of the story, such as weapons, vehicles and the flammability of certain fluids. I doubt these

would bother people who didnâ€™t know any better, but when you do, it's hard to block it out.This is

not to say the book wasnâ€™t enjoyable the premise was interesting and the buildup for future

books was evident and leaves you wanting more, the mostly female protagonists is a nice change

up the author just needs to go a little lighter on dumbing down the other sex, just write the story

donâ€™t worry about ticking off checkboxes.I would recommend both books in this series to my

friends.

The second book in the series continues the adventures of the Vigilant Lock team, picking up just 2

weeks after the Talbot Cove story of the first book. I think I love this series for the cocktail of

appealing, likable characters in the team--very reminiscent of the NCIS shows (all of them--mixture

of brash, gunslinging enforcers (Harmony, Jessie); spooky cerebral back office analysts (April); and

brilliant science geeks (Kevin).) As if this weren't enough, Book 2 brings Harmony's small town

police officer love interest along for the ride; introduces questions about the true motives of Vigilant

Lock's black ops masters; shows us glimpses of other occult-oriented black ops teams; and drops a

few more hints about Cold Spectrum. And plenty of gun fights, cyber-zombies, 2 kilometer high

angry ghosts, a pyrokinetic psychopathic double agent, rocket ships, and Nazi super scientists to

make this a rollicking good time. Can't wait to read Book Three!
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